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01 / Sarah Ghulam, S03, “THE BINDING ARTS CENTRE”. Art binds. 
Culture generates socials capital and strengthens a community’s 
character.  Art brings people together physically and culturally, 
through its capacity to tell a community’s shared story, inspire 
reflection and form connections that transcend differences.
The Roman Road community Centre aims to tackle issues such as 
overcrowding and lack of activities and to make the community more 
integrated and social through the arts and the creative process.     

02 / Ali Ahmed, S02. This project aims to bridge the gap between 
the old and new generations to relieve the tension between them 
and offer a space in which they feel a sense of CONNECTION and 
BELONGING. The proposal achieves this by creating a new public 
square prioritising pedestrian CONNECTIVITY with the market and 
building a community centre with programs that aim to ENRICH the 
youth with new skills to develop NEW PROSPECTS between them and 
offer a space in which they feel a sense of connection and belonging. 

Scale 1:250

03 / Izzy Park, S02. Bow has under-gone extensive urban 
development. However, this development has failed to promote 
a fitness regime for the area, whose communities still suffer from 
poor health. A Confucian approach to social wellbeing explores 
how we can encourage local residents to have healthier life styles.

ROMAN ROAD FITNESS CENTRE
A confucian approach to social wellbeing  

CIVIC PROGRAMMATIC STRATEGY
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The proposal for a new public square prioritise pedestrian 
connectivity with the market and building a community centre with 
programs that aim to enrich the youth with new skills to develop new 
prospects.      

A TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE 
THROUGH TIME BRINGING 
THE GENERATIONAL GAP



Shihan Wang, S02. Roman Road is a very convenient area for people 
to live; it combines all kinds of shops to meet their basic demands for 
daily lives, with civic institutions such as the Idea Store library. Roman 
Road market Street is working as a space for social activities, but 
there are conflicts between different users. 

Shuhan Lily Yang, S02. This project aims to address the social Once the requalified civic fabric starts being consolidated, a 
This proposal creates a new public square where to relocate the Idea and urban situation of Roman road, by enhancing the existing multifunctional civic building will be introduced to provide with 
Store, providing different opportunities for people to socialise with social networks as a process that includes the production of a facilities and spaces of interaction for the different groups that 
other generation groups in order to improve the relations between public square and, subsequently, of a civic building. The proposal inform the social fabric of Roman Road. 
different user groups. for Bow square has been divided in to two part, one is the square 

part where enhanced social network will develop. 
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01 / Nikita Velichko, S02, “Re-cycling”. The project is an attempt 02 / Akyra Magadah, S02. Roman Road acts as a melting pot for 
Yasemin Aslam, S03. Bow suffers from a broken urban fabric and a The proposal features a cafeteria, library, workshop area, dance to provide local people with a civic hub that would give them an diverse cultures, religions and classes, who operate and act along 
disconnected community. This proposal introduces a civic Town Hall hall and lounge area and encourages social gathering through a opportunity to explore the world of healthy transport. The building the road and within its surrounding areas. The project has tested the 
and public realm which will enhance the connectivity and sociability programme of gardening facilities and workshop opportunities. has a bicycle workshop and a store, quite an intimate gym for a way in which gardening can act as a tool to bring people across 
between Roman Road’s youth and elderly community. small community and a fitness cafe. these divide to help grow a more civic Roman Road. 
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STUDIO 3 PROTOTYPING THE COMMON CITY 
Tom Dobson, Andrew Belfield 
Studio 3 tutors 

Year 3 Students 
Blu Affleck 
Ahmed Alattar 
Diana Al-Laham 
Junyu Chen 
Lawrence Del Rosario 
Amelia Jhangir 
William Millward 
Hana Sapherson 
Terrence Wu 
Fatima-Zahrra Zoughy 

Year 2 Students 
Hissah Alhusayni– 
Alhusayni 
Thea Brooman 
Sofia Caccamo 
Bruna Costa 
Sean Galvin 
Hugo Hale 
Sophie Hughes 
Maya Koffi 
April Lan 
Sandra Revuelta Albero 
Annabelle Malamug 

Thank you 
Rokiah Yaman 
Danny Tompkins 
Rhianon 
Morgan-Hartch 
Carlotta Novella 
Gaia Crocella 
Rosa Rogina 
Hanna Ivansson 
Daniella Ricci 
Kit Stiby Harris 
William Henley 

Following this years Extinction Rebellion protests and School Climate 
strikes, the ‘Climate Crisis’ we face was finally foregrounded in national 
debate. The Black Lives Matter movement and, to some extent the 
CV-19 pandemic has further emphasised the current global social and 
ecological imbalance. Members of the these movements, often young, 
stood in defiance to make it heard that the younger generation will stand 
to address this crisis head on. Whilst cultural and political change is slow 
there is a new generation of climate activists who are lawyers, designers, 
doctors, teachers and architects. Studio 3 engaged this audience to 
prototype new technologies, question the role of the architect and 
creatively embrace current environmental challenges to build a new city. 
The Common City. 

The Commons as a discourse has re-emerged over the past 20 
years and is now at the forefront of ecological responses to planetary 
sustainability. The principles of the commons are both ideology and 
spatial - the collective management of shared resources for the benefit 
of all. Studio 3 has been exploring how a Common City would 
materialise architecturally. 

Using Poplar as site for action-research students explored common 
resources such as air, water, waste, land and knowledge to understand 
how a resource can be used for common good rather than simply private 
gain. The students have identified real issues, stakeholders and sites to 
drive their research resulting in strategic propositions to engage with 
social, economic, political and environmental change. 

From the studio 3 site office in Poplar students prototyped new 
materials, tested strategies and developed new architectures. Collectively 
a common vision emerged for how the city could be produced, who 
should be producing it and what the architecture of the commons 
that symbolises this should be. 
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Diana Al-Laham, S03, “Polylium”. The Polylium is a multi-purpose community waste 
centre based in Chrisp Street Market, Poplar. The Polylium overall structure comprises of 
100% mixed plastic waste which are collected on site, cleaned, sorted and shredded then 
recycled into appropriate components to be used for the construction of the building. 
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Hana Sapherson, S03, “Common Capital”. In response to the 
environmental emergency, Common Capital promotes a participatory 
planning strategy that looks to refurbish rather than demolish existing 
buildings. The Teviot Estate sits within a central political context 
of London’s ongoing housing crises. The estate has the potential 
to become a prime retrofit precedent, and an exemplar of what is 
possible working with the local community in reconfiguring the long 
term planning strategy for Tower Hamlets. 
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Blu Affleck, S03, “Living Promenade”. Envisage a future where 
buildings are capable of growing, building and repairing themselves. 
They change with the seasons, harmonising with nature in their 
environment to strike a natural equilibrium that is climate-positive 
and favours biodiversity. Along with being carbon and waste-free, 
these buildings would be low-cost, requiring little to no workforce 
or industrial materials for their maintenance. Best of all, they 
could return to nature when they’re no longer in use. 
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Fatima Zahrra-Zoughy, S03, “A Growing Water Commons”. We 
currently live in a time where the pollution of water is at its highest 
which is evident in the canals of Poplar. A Growing Water Commons 
proposes to EDUCATE, REGENERATE and introduce LEISURE activities 
to take place throughout the Limehouse cut and basin introducing 
a commoning mentality of give and take as means to empower 
and clean-up the waterways. 
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Ahmed Alattar, S03, “Poplar’s Boulevard”. Air pollution has become 
a critical concern with households, schools and public spaces 
suffering from close proximity to major roads. In Poplar the key 
concern is the A12 as both a polluter and a physical barrier for 
residents. Poplar’s Boulevard will be a bridge. A bridge that physically 
and metaphorically aims to reconnect communities in Poplar whilst 
addressing local climate and air quality concerns. 

Junyu Chen, S03, “A Holographic History of Poplar”. Poplar is an 
area full of history. These histories define the character of a place 
and need to be remembered as a means of urban memory. A digital 
history museum will be the vessel for this memory using data to 
record, communicate, and preserve historical culture. A network 
of collection spaces will act as depositories for the moments in the 
current and historical civilization. Culture and history will be 
brought back to the city in new means. 
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Thea Brooman, S02, “THE MOORER’S MARKET”. The proposal aims 
to bring facilities to the canals of east London to aid the lifestyle of 
the boating community. Both the Moorer’s Market and the One-Stop-
Shop are located within the Limehouse Basin as a key intersection 
and focal point for the boating community. The project aims to 
create moments for exchange between the water and land-based 
communities creating an eco-system of mutually supporting facilities. 
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Sean Galvin, S02, “Hemp City”. The world is now clearly in the midst 
a climate emergency. 60% of all waste in the UK comes from the built 
environment. The project sets out to respond to current and future 
issues regarding the wasteful systems within the built industry. The 
project looks at Hemp as a material which sequesters carbon and 
challenges the use of commonly used materials. 
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Hugo Hale, S02, “Highway Side Garden”. The Highway Side Garden 
is a aquaponic garden restaurant for the neighbourhood in Teviot 
estate, in Poplar, creating a new destination for locals and visitors. 
The aquaponic system will be available for the local neighbourhood 
to work at and learn about producing your own food. The restaurant 
will become a test bed for local ideas creating a pot to plate dining 
experience all in one place. 
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03 

01 / April Lan, S02, “Reclaiming through Self-Building”. The intense 
competition of land in London has resulted in some of the highest 
property and land prices across the UK resulting in an intense struggle 
between spaces for amenity and spaces for sale. On the Teviot Estate 
empty green spaces are seen as opportunities for development. My 
proposal looks to train residents to use self-build systems in order to 
reclaim open spaces for social benefits. 
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02, 03 / Sophie Hughes, S02, “Limehouse Cut and River Lee 
Community Centre”. The community centre is a space to bring the 
boating community and wider public together around the issues of 
water. Collecting clean water, for drinking and cleaning, is a challenge 
for the boating community whilst the canals around them become 
further polluted. The community centre will use natural helophyte 
filters to clean the canal waters so as they are safe to use educating 
both boaters and public in the process. 
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Sofia Caccamo, S02, “Spread the Word”. Spread the Word looks 
to improve the existing educational system in Poplar, London. By 
encouraging learning through speech and empowering the younger 
generation. This has been done by designing a series of educational 
hubs that focus on specific activities, to encourage the spread 
of knowledge through speech with Vlogging Spotlight as the 
network hub. 
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Sandra Revuelta Albero, S02, “The Mushroom Cure”. This project in Poplar, designed to raise awareness of food waste through food 
aims to work around an environmental concern regarding carbon surplus. It is an experimental space where there is no waste and 
footprint of food production specifically interrogating the food miles everything becomes productive in a new form. 
of production, distribution and disposal. The Mushroom Cure is an 
infrastructure intervention, positioned in the Chrisp Street Market 
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STUDIO 4 

Year 3 Students 
Anika Guha 
Chun Man Chan 
Denisa Sandu 
Ella Newell 
Isabel Liu 
James Garcia 
Justin Cheung 
Nimra Sahid 
Phoompathai 
Sutjaritworakul 
Zhaojing Deng 

Year 2 Students 
Amelia Brady 
Corben Lai 
Dan Dunca 
Issa Almanai 
Nick Lavendis 
Sarp Giray 
Yakun Li 
Yuange Sheng 

Thank you 
Esther Escribano, 
Thomas Feary, Victor 
Gammelgaard, Joseph 
Little, Alex Marsh, 
Melissa Meyer, Carla 
Motola, Benjamin Perrot, 
Miguel Angel Rosique, 
Neba Sere, 
Ben Taylor, Zivile 
Volbikaite. Also thanks 
to We Made That, 
Hawkins\Brown, Mick 
Perry from Tower 
Workshops, Elaine Tam 
from Whitecube Gallery, 
Federico from Portena, 
Christopher from 
Heliconia Furniture, Jim 
from Bea’s Bakery, Chuse 
from Tozino, Jeremy 
from Digital Copy, Nick 
from Lassco, Emily from 
Omoide, Shaun from 
Pro Auction, Peter from 
London Glassblowing, 
The Watch House, 
RW Autos, Choppers 
Barbers, London Beer 
Factory, Arancini 
Brothers, Hawkes Cider 
& Taproom, Comptoir 
Gourmand, Bermondsey 
Antique Market, London 
Reclaimed Charity. 

HYPER ADJACENCY 
Mikel Azkona Uribe, Laida Juanikorena Agirre 
Studio 4 tutors 

There is a savage competition for land and the struggle for space is increasingly 
becoming a challenge for cities. In this context, Studio 4 investigates the imaginative 
ways of interlocking, mixing and sharing territories that have led from this struggle; 
interrogating the spaces of friction and negotiation between adjacent uses and 
users that share a common border. Moments of hyper-adjacency that often can 
also engender invigorating and characterful relationships, challenging our notions of 
neighbouring, privacy and place-making and questioning the need for zoning policies. 

This year the studio has placed its focus on the rapid loss of land for productive 
spaces and the struggle that many small businesses suffer. Raising land values are 
adding pressure to small traders which are often unable to keep up and are forced 
to leave their neighbourhoods. With the jobs, its employees have in effect also been 
displaced, revealing questions around the right to the city. Production spaces and 
workers are turned into nomads, pushed out to the fringes of cities. Bermondsey in 
Southwark has been the territory of the studio’s explorations this year. An area of 
a great industrial past, containing some of the last pockets of productive spaces in 
central London. Its closeness to key heritage buildings and tourist attractions like 
Tower Bridge to the North, and the property speculation around the extension of the 
Bakerloo line along the Old Kent Road to the South, bring renovated pressures into 
this area, making it subject to the forces of over touristification and gentrification. 
It is a complex area, where distinct urban ecologies and communities clash. 

Acting like detectives, students have developed techniques to map the 
neighbourhood at different scales, understanding that the city is complex and multi-
layered: happening simultaneously at different scales. Constantly jumping from macro 
to micro scales, researching from an urban and policy level, down to a human scale, 
where direct engagement with locals become the main design tool. We identified and 
catalogued the different types of employment spaces that coexist in the urban fabric: 
the thriving high-street, the railway arches –facing rising rents, after the recent sell-
off by Network Rail– and Tower Workshops –a dense multi-storey compound, facing 
potential redevelopment. Visiting a range of workspaces and learning from their issues 
first-hand, students learned about all the invisible networks of complex relationships 
that exist between businesses, their social value beyond the purely economic and 
understood the threatening implications that displacement could have for the local 
communities. This activated the search for different ways to provide additional space 
within the existing built environment that lead to the development of a series of 
plugin interventions. 

Lessons learned from these early group-explorations were expanded and developed 
further individually. Each student identified their own site and created their own 
brief. Students’ final proposals imagine strategies to support struggling local 
businesses and prepare for future contingencies, by providing new spaces for 
them to relocate. The identified sites are contested locations where space requires 
constant negotiation, and projects need to work with the potential nuisances 
generated, designing through hyper-adjacency to bring about change. 

Student site visits & 
business engagement. 
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01 / Isabel Liu, S03, “Unstable”. As rent prices continue to rise, 
alongside the rise in new developments, London’s industrial 
businesses find themselves at risk of displacement and opposition 
- the situation becomes unstable and the desire for new alternative 
spaces has become apparent. The collage aims to capture this 
tension. 02 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Mapping Bermondsey Street”. We 
mapped the several existing businesses in the high-street, visiting 
many of them, modelling the spaces, learning about the requirements 
of these businesses to operate in the area, and their networks. 
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03 / Groupwork. Mapping the arches, We visited, mapped and 
modelled a section of the arches that sits within our site, along 
Druid Street and Ropewalk. Many occupied old and leaky spaces, 
and complained about the rapidly increasing rents. Businesses 
occupying the arches, demonstrate the flexibility of a wide variety 
of businesses to adapt their opperations to a given volume. From 
kitchens to furniture stores, from barber-shops to pubs, from 
storage units to wood workshops, they all make use of the same 
space, internally arranging the arches in multiple imaginative ways. 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

04 05 

06 

07 08 

04 / Groupwork. 14x Local business case-studies. Mapped as a 
group. All the findings and conclusions were reconvened to form 
a booklet. 05 / Zhaojing Deng, S03, ‘Mapped Encounters’. 06 / 
Groupwork. Networks Businesses goods and material sources 
were mapped, as well as exports and end destinations. Employees’ 
commutes and other reationships were also captured. 07 / Case 
Study: Lassco Occupying several arches along Maltby Street; 
making use of the street as an active part of their business. 08-09 / 
Case Study: London Glass Blowing Workshop located at Bermondsey 
Street, including an exhibition and shop. 
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01 / Isabel Liu, S03, “Arch Adaptor”. Movable devide extending 
possibilities of the arches. 02 / Nimra Sahid, S03, “Commons”. 
Extension of existing buildings by creating new shared spaces. 
03 / Anika Duha, S03, “Illuminators”. Light boxes spread around 
Bermondsey, providing artists with minimum work-pods. 04 / 
Paolo Garcia, S03, “Stack Studio”. Sitting on the rooftop of the 
Bermondsey Textile Museum. 05 / Chun Man Chan, S03, “Cantilever 
Factory”. Proposes a cheap new system to create cantilevered 
spaces. 06 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Boxtopia”. Using containers as 
incubator spaces. 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

07-08 / Groupwork. Looking for additional space in Bermondsey, 
as a group, students searched for all potential locations in the 
area where additional space could be found for the struggling 
businesses to relocate. Similarly, different architectural approaches 
were identified for these locations. Each student tested and 
developed one option in more detail. All tested interventions 
and locations were then analysed and clasified, and the obtained 
conclusions were used to inform the evidence base for the 
individual exercises in Terms 2 & 3. 
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Zhaojing Deng, S03, “Tower Workshops Rehab”. How can we create 
a bond between community and industry through public space? How 
to create a larger and more effective workspace for users that are 
struggling due to lack of space? How to bring more opportunities 
and skills to young people in the area? These three questions have 
guided this project that aims to fully map and understand the existing 
Tower Workshops, before proposing a phased strategy to optimise 
the existing spaces, relocate users in better suited premises within 
the estate, share facilities and provide new flexible workspaces. This 

incremental approach proposes a sustainable way to work with the 
existing building. The intensified and renovated spaces strengthen 
the presence of employment in the area and aim to support a local 
circular economy. The central multi-use yard becomes the new 
centrepiece of the project, providing space for work as well as events 
and activities for the neighbours, promoting a new community culture 
as well as a space to network. The yard is opened and made more 
visible, encouraging Maltby Street Market visitors  
and passers-by to enter the space. 

Anika Guha, S03, “The Co-Habitation Project”. A regenerative project 
based in the re-developing area of St. Saviours Estate in Bermondsey. 
The strategy aims to encourage grassroots movement 
and to bring in an urban transformation through spatial, political, 
economic and social sustainability. 3 intervention proposals were 
identified proposals were identified. Site 1, a four-story building 
including social and co-working spaces; Site 2, a community 
centre and roof-top urban agriculture. Site 3, a recycled plastic 
brick production unit, acting as a threshold connecting sites 2 & 3.
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Yakun Li, S02, “Bermondsey Baking Centre”. Portena, Bea’s Bakery 
and Arancini Brothers are three local kitchens that serve other local 
businesses in Bermondsey. They are struggling to keep up with raising 
rents and at risk of displacement. The project aims to provide them 
with new affordable premises in the area, while also creating a new 
gathering space for the community. Fully integrated in Tanner St. Park 
and replacing the tennis courts, the proposal also includes a new 
food market, intended to address local unemployment by 
providing new jobs. 
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01-03 / Sarp Giray, S02, ‘Re-Fresh’. The project identifies and 
responds to two emerging issues in Bermondsey: homelessness and 
the displacement of businesses. It creates a space that would house 
Bea’s Bakery –from Tower Workshop, at risk of being displaced– as 
well as accommodating homeless people. Additionally, the space 
would create the opportunities for the homeless to learn skills and 
socialise. Located in the edge of Tanner Park and replacing the fence, 
the space mediates between the park and the street, creating a 
threshold where interaction happens around the bakery. 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

03 04 
04 / Yuange Sheng, S02, ‘Untitled’. Anticipating the potential 
displacement of several kitchens around the railway arches and 
Tower Workshops – and the negative effect it will have on cafes 
and restaurants in the area – the project provides Bermondsey with 
replacement kitchen spaces. Located in a key visible corner of Tanner 
Street Park, facing into the high-street, the intervention includes a 
bakery, kitchen spaces for businesses, as well as a cookery school. 
The ground floor is open for public access and also includes a 
coffee shop. 
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Paolo Garcia, S03, “The Textile Top” The project reinvigorates the 
productive spaces of Bermondsey by touching upon its historical 
industry of textiles, tanneries and leathermaking –now lost– and 
focusing on contemporary textiles as a way to involve the local 
community, especially the most vulnerable to social divide. 
Bermondsey’s productive spaces are threatened to be displaced 
and rooftops are identified as a solution to cater for these spaces, 
redefining the rooftop from being a luxury to being for locals. It is 
established by a local focus and homage to the site’s history. 
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Nimra Sahid, S03, “Bermondsey Workshops in Common”. Interviews 
and conversations with local residents and passersby in Bermondsey 
revealed the two main issues this project aims to tackle: a divided 
community and the lack of awareness about the presence of industrial 
uses. This has contributed to a sense ‘no belonging’ and has awaken 
regeneration interests. My proposal identifies an ‘in-between’ space 
where to intervene with a socialisation strategy that allows different 
users to learn, interact and share, while celebrating the presence of the 
much-needed workshops. 
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01, 02 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Divergence”. The continuous expansion 
of development in Bermondsey is dividing the neighbourhood and 
adding pressure to the already struggling productive uses. The project 
aims to support businesses by providing workspaces that create a 
local circular economy, while celebrating the heritage of the arches. 
It identifies the air space on top of the railways as an opportunity to 
colonize. It’s formed of three floors with places to work, learn and 
enjoy, with workshop spaces, allotments, kitchens and exhibition 
spaces, encouraging the community to collaborate. 
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03, 04 / Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul, S03, “Bermondsey Avenue”. 
The project that aims to lighten to an on-going issue of lacking 
production space in Bermondsey; a problem which is heavily 
overlooked and needing attention. I look to provide ‘an avenue’ of 
additional working spaces, importantly for cheaper rent, to those 
smaller businesses to settle, grow and develop further. It is being 
proposed to be built on the existing Maltings Place where they 
provide a similar kind of spaces. Utilising their underused car 
parks and awkwardly-shaped spaces found along the railway. 
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05 / Amelia Brady, S02, “Mutiny”. The project proposes an 
elevated intervention over a set of council garages, in Bermondsey. 
The garages, stand as a threshold between the railway-arches 
and a housing estate. The intervention rejects the ‘demolish and 
rebuild’ attitude. It provides space for Bea’s Bakery and Porteña to 
relocate –both currently located in Tower Workshops, subject to be 
redeveloped– and a teaching space for local food businesses to share 
skills. It rebels against the restrictive nature of council legislation 
particularly shown in the terms and conditions of garage use. 
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06 / Corben Lai, S02, “Tanner Street Vaults”. A direct intervention 
for smaller businesses in Bermondsey. Tanner Street Vaults 
identifies the opportunity to occupy the space below the park, 
providing additional workspaces and preventing unique trades 
disappearing from the area due to the ever-growing gentrification. 
The intervention creates a series of vaulted structures, allowing a 
waving landscape provide quality green spaces. It proposes new 
building method based on recycled waste, obtained from other local 
businesses, saving Bermondsey 43,000 tonnes of carbon per year. 
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01-04 / Justin Cheung, S03, “St. Saviour’s Makers”. The strategy 
aims to directly address the deprivation issues prevalent within the 
social housing estates of Bermondsey, by creating an adaptable 
system to provide residents with workspaces and spaces to learn 
manufacturing and digital design skills. Rather than concentrating 
uses into one location, a network of modular workspaces is created 
and introduced into existing courtyards and pathways, revitalising 
the area and providing open-access wood, metal & ceramic 
workshops, digital studio spaces and collaborating learning spaces. 04 
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05-07 / Isabel Liu S03, “Pocket Mergers”. Tackling the increasing 
issue of loss of industrial spaces in London, this strategy includes a 
series of affordable light-industrial workspaces designed to fit within 
pockets of the urban fabric. This particular site, in a Bermondsey 
residential area, features a community centre, improved play area & 
green-space, community gardens and on-site housing designed as 
part of a ‘housing-first’ principle for rough sleepers in the area. Each 
component, aims to form interesting happenings and benefits 
to the area that would otherwise be kept separate. 
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09 

08-09 / Chun Man Chan, S03, “New Bermondsey Antique Market”. 
The project identifies the struggle to keep Bermondsey Antique 
Market alive; their storage units being now offered to the highest 
bidder they have no alternative but to leave. The project responds 
to this by identifying a space ‘in-between’ Tower Workshops and St 
Saviours Estate and relocating into a permanent location. Restoring 
garages as storage units, moving the market on top and providing 
additional workshop and skill learning spaces, this location offers 
the opportunity to better integrate in the local community. 
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04-08 / Nicholas Levendis, S02, “The Inverted Workhouse”. The 
project looks to tackle the issues of deprivation and homelessness 
in South Bermondsey by offering a shelter for the less fortunate 
in the area. The structure will incorporate workshops that link to 
Bermondsey Street businesses, as well as growing areas for fresh 
produce that will be used to support local eateries. The building 
integrates a central public pavilion area that will be delicately 
covered by a steel mesh canopy, to compliment the exquisite 
greenery that will harbour in and throughout the structure. 

08 
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01, 02 / Issa Almanai, S02, “Hydro-Hub”. Cafes and restaurants in 
thriving Bermondsey street outsource their produce. The Hydro-
Hub is an opportunity to bring plant base produce back into the city 
and by doing so, strengthening the disjointed local community. A 
self-sufficient hydroponic vegetable farming as a sustainable urban-
alternative, for a cleaner and healthier Bermondsey, serving local 
restaurants with fresh produce. The hub acts as a communal social 
space, encouraging the exchange of ideas through workshops 
and providing additional public-facing spaces like a café. 
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03 / Dan Dunca, S02, “Untitled”. Responding to the potential 
displacement of local businesses, the project aims to offer Bea’s 
Bakery a new place. The poorly planned Tanner St. Park provides 
an attractive setting to re-locate, while expanding their offer to the 
community. Working with the local-charity London Reclaimed, the 
space will provide local young people the opportunity to learn baking 
skills. The intervention aims to address other issues, by removing 
the tennis courts and extending the greenery. It also identifies the 
opportunity to unlock the connection to two nearby parks. 
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STUDIO 5 CIVIC EXPRESSION 
Edward Crooks, Akari Takeyabashi 
Studio 5 tutors 

Year 3 Students 
Aadhila Azar 
Charlotte Cocking 
Melissa Eagleton 
Gwanghoon Kim 
Katrina Larsen-Kittle 
Hubert Mikolajzcyk 
Steven Op (Op) 
Linh Pham 
Hui-Yzu Tsui (Emi) 
Kai Hang Yang 

Year 2 Students 
Yollie Quartey 
Rona Hoxha 
Yu Yu Tsai 
Caitlin Allison 
Sila Cakir 
Xin Wang 
Manisha Saha 
Sarah Choudhary 

Thank you 
Orla Kelly 
Keranie Theodosiou 
Alex Smith 
Maegan Icke 
Liam Rawlins 
Nasios Varnavas 
Malten Gwladys 
Edward Powe 
Ben Wells 
Eleanor Hill 
Thomas Parsons 
Adam Nathaniel Furman 
The Guildhall Library 
Hawkins\Brown 
Yibeija Li 
Alex Gordon 

Studio 5 explores architecture as the language of civic expression - 
giving identity to communities through collective civic architectures. 
This was the year of the library. 

Public libraries are expressions of our civic and municipal pride - 
physical embodiments of our communal identity that reflect society’s 
attitudes towards accessible information, shared knowledge and 
societal betterment’s role, program and form of the library and its 
relation to civic space has altered significantly through centuries, 
each iteration developing from the previous, building a rich cultural 
evolution to be learned from. 

This year, we continued our explorations of civic expression through 
the municipal infrastructures of knowledge, leisure and health, 
exploring the potential of the public library to raise the identity, 
economics and architecture of our cities to new heights. 

As the library continues its evolution through contemporary challenges 
of altering information sources, societal inequality, and democratic 
unease, we consider it more important than ever to assess the role of 
the library in shaping a community’s identity. As a studio explored the 
architecture of public life as a communicative, tactile and expressive 
act - devising architectures that proudly speak to and of a place - 
capturing and shaping the community’s identity through exciting 
tectonic, spatial and programmatic experiments. 

In recent years, London’s libraries have seen a dramatic drop in 
usage, as their place in the city dissolves into the anonymous 
masterplans of large scale developments. In turn they have absorbed 
new programmes, be it by intention - adapting to a world of new 
technologies and changing social patterns - or by necessity - squeezed 
by a decade of government austerity and local authority cuts. 
As we negotiate a dramatically altered social, economic and 
political landscape, now is a vital time to reaffirm the importance 
of shared culture and identity - to provide a much-needed civic 
antidote to heightened commercialisation, and to produce an 
architecture of excitement, drama and richness, representative 
of our constantly evolving communal identity. 
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Steven Op, S03. The aim of this project is to raise awareness of the The Vokzal Library will have a set of programs which will together 
dramatic drop in use of libraries and the importance of libraries mix both ancient and contemporary way of printing railways maps for 
in our communities while celebrating the cultural background of people to discover the tactile joy of craftmanship. Furthermore, this 
Vauxhall. Both books and railways maps are slowly but noticeably library’s goal is in repurposing an urban strategy of the area to give 
decreasing in use which leaded to less craftsmanship in producing back to the public space to the community. 
these types of informative medias. 
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Charlotte Cocking, S03, “Re-growing Vauxhall”. Re-growing Vauxhall and grows to include a multitude of places and spaces - all with the 
is a project which aims to regenerate the area of Vauxhall, London. aim of bring the community together for pleasurable activity. The 
The scheme is focused around the area surrounding the Vauxhall community is gradually resewn, rebuilt and regenerated. A selection 
Pleasure Gardens. The gardens and the area surrounding are rich in of buildings has been designed with two key intentions: to be built and 
industrial, infrastructural, architectural and cultural heritage. This constructed by the community themselves; to use as many local, low 
heritage is used to inspire a program of activities aimed to bring the carbon or plant-based materials as possible; over time, the Pleasure 
modern community together. The regeneration begins with small gardens once again regains its reputation as the centre of learning, 
scale production growing led by local residents, this then evolves growing and leisure in the capital. 
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Gwanghoon Kim, S03, “Library”. Library should no longer be If the library can be like a town center where attracts people and 
a boring and static space where people can’t find any interesting suitable place to hang out we can expect a positive effect of the 
except reading. It should provide more contents to visitors and interesting library after the regeneration project of Vauxhall. 
play as a role of community center where people gather together 
and share each other’s culture. 
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Kai Hang Yang, S03. Traditional libraries disappear and become less 
important in our daily life. A library for today should provide variety 
type of media and resource in combination of space for different users 
to inhabit the library. This area is a unique experience constructed by 
a variant of typography from a huge public transport center with the 
dense flow to a suddenly opened space full of greenery. Noise fades 
away while you walking to the library, a glasshouse walk and then 
enter the forest made by concrete and steel. 

These buildings around create a zone of shadow and quietness 
despite right next to the train way. The isolation from the busy road 
gives a unique peace to the site, so I think it will be a Library to 
provide and enhance this feeling to the community of Vauxhall. Also, 
the landscape makes this garden much more enjoyable, and the path 
inside guide daily travel nicely and straight forward. So I want to bring 
a peaceful atmosphere to my library and create an open ground floor 
to provide a public multifunctional space similar to Vauxhall 
pleasure garden.



Katrina Larsen-Kittle, S03, “Monument to Terracotta”. A library is This library brings crafts that once flourished in Vauxhall, back into 
a place for education, information and personal development. This the area and gives people the opportunity to learn, make and exhibit/ 
library caters for the diverse audience of Vauxhall and builds on the sell the ceramics they produce. 
rich history of the site, looking at terracotta as a monument, with the 
building acting as a library of the different uses of terracotta. Hubert Mikolajczyk, S03. 
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01-02 / Melissa Eagleton, S03. Tasked with designing a library in 
Vauxhall London, this project interprets the brief to create a new 
residency for The British Interplanetary Society. A once mass-
participated society, focussed on reaching the moon has fallen into 
dire conditions with low membership and no government funding. 
My intentions were to create a new space for the society that would 
quell the obstacles of the out-dated layout of their current Georgian 
headquarters. The space needed to allow the society to expand 
in order to sustain it’s relevance. Taking into consideration the 
accessibility needs of its pioneering members but also attempting 
to draw-in a new blood of memberships that instead of looking 
to the starts would consider the state of planet earth. Through 
amplifications of nature and careful cuts into the site I intended 
to create an architecture that would draw the user in trough and 
intriguing series of moments and views. 
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03-04 / Emi Tsui, S03. A library should be a social gathering space, 
like a community centre, which takes care of the local population. 
The Oval Cricket Ground has a significant place in local history, and 
my library design acknowledges this. With many schools and offices 
around, this library acts not just as a library, but as a social gathering 
space for cricket culture, involving all groups of the population. Thus, 
as a civic feature in the area, a library is a backyard, a living room, a 
shelter, a playground and a social space. A place full of knowledge on 
cricket, with books, play and other media. 
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05-07 / Manisha Saha, S02. This project is about a civic library These relics are a way to instruct the Vauxhall Community by 
which gives life to old ruins as a way to preserve and reminisce learning the story behind the remnants and give an insight into their 
these artefacts. Ruins can have a variety of purposes, from being a backgrounds, cultures and various methods of construction around 
reflection of meaning to a memory of the edifice. The main purpose is the globe. Another method of preservation is the usage of resin. 
to preserve these allegories for future generations by also combining Workshop participants would be able to learn new techniques as well 
it with contemporary items, to create an oxymoron of the old and the as utilise this occasion to capture something meaningful through 
new. This design approach was inspired by the John Soane Museum these resin experiments. 08, 09 / Hongtai Yang, S02. 
which collected many pieces of art from around the world to educate 
their visitors. 
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	Shihan Wang, S02. Roman Road is a very convenient area for people to live; it combines all kinds of shops to meet their basic demands for daily lives, with civic institutions such as the Idea Store library. Roman Road market Street is working as a space for social activities, but there are conflicts between different users. 
	Shihan Wang, S02. Roman Road is a very convenient area for people to live; it combines all kinds of shops to meet their basic demands for daily lives, with civic institutions such as the Idea Store library. Roman Road market Street is working as a space for social activities, but there are conflicts between different users. 
	Shihan Wang, S02. Roman Road is a very convenient area for people to live; it combines all kinds of shops to meet their basic demands for daily lives, with civic institutions such as the Idea Store library. Roman Road market Street is working as a space for social activities, but there are conflicts between different users. 
	Shihan Wang, S02. Roman Road is a very convenient area for people to live; it combines all kinds of shops to meet their basic demands for daily lives, with civic institutions such as the Idea Store library. Roman Road market Street is working as a space for social activities, but there are conflicts between different users. 




	Figure
	Shuhan Lily Yang, S02. This project aims to address the social Once the requalified civic fabric starts being consolidated, a This proposal creates a new public square where to relocate the Idea and urban situation of Roman road, by enhancing the existing multifunctional civic building will be introduced to provide with Store, providing different opportunities for people to socialise with social networks as a process that includes the production of a facilities and spaces of interaction for the different gr
	other generation groups in order to improve the relations between public square and, subsequently, of a civic building. The proposal inform the social fabric of Roman Road. different user groups. for Bow square has been divided in to two part, one is the square part where enhanced social network will develop. 
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	01 02 
	01 02 
	01 / Nikita Velichko, S02, “Re-cycling”. The project is an attempt 02 / Akyra Magadah, S02. Roman Road acts as a melting pot for Yasemin Aslam, S03. Bow suffers from a broken urban fabric and a The proposal features a cafeteria, library, workshop area, dance to provide local people with a civic hub that would give them an diverse cultures, religions and classes, who operate and act along disconnected community. This proposal introduces a civic Town Hall hall and lounge area and encourages social gathering t
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	PROTOTYPING THE COMMON CITY 
	PROTOTYPING THE COMMON CITY 
	PROTOTYPING THE COMMON CITY 
	Tom Dobson, Andrew Belfeld Studio 3 tutors 
	Year 3 Students 
	Blu Afeck Ahmed Alattar Diana Al-Laham Junyu Chen Lawrence Del Rosario Amelia Jhangir William Millward Hana Sapherson Terrence Wu Fatima-Zahrra Zoughy 
	Year 2 Students 
	Hissah Alhusayni– Alhusayni Thea Brooman Sofa Caccamo Bruna Costa Sean Galvin Hugo Hale Sophie Hughes Maya Kof April Lan Sandra Revuelta Albero Annabelle Malamug 
	Thank you 
	Rokiah Yaman Danny Tompkins Rhianon Morgan-Hartch Carlotta Novella Gaia Crocella Rosa Rogina Hanna Ivansson Daniella Ricci Kit Stiby Harris William Henley 
	Following this years Extinction Rebellion protests and School Climate strikes, the ‘Climate Crisis’ we face was fnally foregrounded in national debate. The Black Lives Matter movement and, to some extent the CV-19 pandemic has further emphasised the current global social and ecological imbalance. Members of the these movements, often young, stood in defance to make it heard that the younger generation will stand to address this crisis head on. Whilst cultural and political change is slow there is a new gene
	The Commons as a discourse has re-emerged over the past 20 years and is now at the forefront of ecological responses to planetary sustainability. The principles of the commons are both ideology and spatial - the collective management of shared resources for the beneft of all. Studio 3 has been exploring how a Common City would materialise architecturally. 
	Using Poplar as site for action-research students explored common resources such as air, water, waste, land and knowledge to understand how a resource can be used for common good rather than simply private gain. The students have identifed real issues, stakeholders and sites to drive their research resulting in strategic propositions to engage with social, economic, political and environmental change. 
	From the studio 3 site ofce in Poplar students prototyped new materials, tested strategies and developed new architectures. Collectively a common vision emerged for how the city could be produced, who should be producing it and what the architecture of the commons that symbolises this should be. 
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	Figure
	Diana Al-Laham, S03, “Polylium”. The Polylium is a multi-purpose community waste centre based in Chrisp Street Market, Poplar. The Polylium overall structure comprises of 100% mixed plastic waste which are collected on site, cleaned, sorted and shredded then recycled into appropriate components to be used for the construction of the building. 
	Diana Al-Laham, S03, “Polylium”. The Polylium is a multi-purpose community waste centre based in Chrisp Street Market, Poplar. The Polylium overall structure comprises of 100% mixed plastic waste which are collected on site, cleaned, sorted and shredded then recycled into appropriate components to be used for the construction of the building. 
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	Figure
	Hana Sapherson, S03, “Common Capital”. In response to the environmental emergency, Common Capital promotes a participatory planning strategy that looks to refurbish rather than demolish existing buildings. The Teviot Estate sits within a central political context of London’s ongoing housing crises. The estate has the potential to become a prime retrofit precedent, and an exemplar of what is possible working with the local community in reconfiguring the long term planning strategy for Tower Hamlets. 
	Hana Sapherson, S03, “Common Capital”. In response to the environmental emergency, Common Capital promotes a participatory planning strategy that looks to refurbish rather than demolish existing buildings. The Teviot Estate sits within a central political context of London’s ongoing housing crises. The estate has the potential to become a prime retrofit precedent, and an exemplar of what is possible working with the local community in reconfiguring the long term planning strategy for Tower Hamlets. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Blu Affleck, S03, “Living Promenade”. Envisage a future where buildings are capable of growing, building and repairing themselves. They change with the seasons, harmonising with nature in their environment to strike a natural equilibrium that is climate-positive and favours biodiversity. Along with being carbon and waste-free, these buildings would be low-cost, requiring little to no workforce or industrial materials for their maintenance. Best of all, they could return to nature when they’re no longer in u
	Blu Affleck, S03, “Living Promenade”. Envisage a future where buildings are capable of growing, building and repairing themselves. They change with the seasons, harmonising with nature in their environment to strike a natural equilibrium that is climate-positive and favours biodiversity. Along with being carbon and waste-free, these buildings would be low-cost, requiring little to no workforce or industrial materials for their maintenance. Best of all, they could return to nature when they’re no longer in u
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	Figure
	Fatima Zahrra-Zoughy, S03, “A Growing Water Commons”. We currently live in a time where the pollution of water is at its highest which is evident in the canals of Poplar. A Growing Water Commons proposes to EDUCATE, REGENERATE and introduce LEISURE activities to take place throughout the Limehouse cut and basin introducing a commoning mentality of give and take as means to empower and clean-up the waterways. 
	Fatima Zahrra-Zoughy, S03, “A Growing Water Commons”. We currently live in a time where the pollution of water is at its highest which is evident in the canals of Poplar. A Growing Water Commons proposes to EDUCATE, REGENERATE and introduce LEISURE activities to take place throughout the Limehouse cut and basin introducing a commoning mentality of give and take as means to empower and clean-up the waterways. 
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	Ahmed Alattar, S03, “Poplar’s Boulevard”. Air pollution has become a critical concern with households, schools and public spaces suffering from close proximity to major roads. In Poplar the key concern is the A12 as both a polluter and a physical barrier for residents. Poplar’s Boulevard will be a bridge. A bridge that physically and metaphorically aims to reconnect communities in Poplar whilst addressing local climate and air quality concerns. 
	Ahmed Alattar, S03, “Poplar’s Boulevard”. Air pollution has become a critical concern with households, schools and public spaces suffering from close proximity to major roads. In Poplar the key concern is the A12 as both a polluter and a physical barrier for residents. Poplar’s Boulevard will be a bridge. A bridge that physically and metaphorically aims to reconnect communities in Poplar whilst addressing local climate and air quality concerns. 
	Ahmed Alattar, S03, “Poplar’s Boulevard”. Air pollution has become a critical concern with households, schools and public spaces suffering from close proximity to major roads. In Poplar the key concern is the A12 as both a polluter and a physical barrier for residents. Poplar’s Boulevard will be a bridge. A bridge that physically and metaphorically aims to reconnect communities in Poplar whilst addressing local climate and air quality concerns. 
	Junyu Chen, S03, “A Holographic History of Poplar”. Poplar is an area full of history. These histories define the character of a place and need to be remembered as a means of urban memory. A digital history museum will be the vessel for this memory using data to record, communicate, and preserve historical culture. A network of collection spaces will act as depositories for the moments in the current and historical civilization. Culture and history will be brought back to the city in new means. 
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	Thea Brooman, S02, “THE MOORER’S MARKET”. The proposal aims to bring facilities to the canals of east London to aid the lifestyle of the boating community. Both the Moorer’s Market and the One-Stop-Shop are located within the Limehouse Basin as a key intersection and focal point for the boating community. The project aims to create moments for exchange between the water and land-based communities creating an eco-system of mutually supporting facilities. 
	Thea Brooman, S02, “THE MOORER’S MARKET”. The proposal aims to bring facilities to the canals of east London to aid the lifestyle of the boating community. Both the Moorer’s Market and the One-Stop-Shop are located within the Limehouse Basin as a key intersection and focal point for the boating community. The project aims to create moments for exchange between the water and land-based communities creating an eco-system of mutually supporting facilities. 
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	Sean Galvin, S02, “Hemp City”. The world is now clearly in the midst 
	a climate emergency. 60% of all waste in the UK comes from the built 
	environment. The project sets out to respond to current and future 
	issues regarding the wasteful systems within the built industry. The 
	project looks at Hemp as a material which sequesters carbon and 
	challenges the use of commonly used materials. 
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	Hugo Hale, S02, “Highway Side Garden”. The Highway Side Garden is a aquaponic garden restaurant for the neighbourhood in Teviot estate, in Poplar, creating a new destination for locals and visitors. The aquaponic system will be available for the local neighbourhood to work at and learn about producing your own food. The restaurant will become a test bed for local ideas creating a pot to plate dining experience all in one place. 
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	03 
	01 / April Lan, S02, “Reclaiming through Self-Building”. The intense competition of land in London has resulted in some of the highest property and land prices across the UK resulting in an intense struggle between spaces for amenity and spaces for sale. On the Teviot Estate empty green spaces are seen as opportunities for development. My proposal looks to train residents to use self-build systems in order to reclaim open spaces for social benefits. 
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	02, 03 / Sophie Hughes, S02, “Limehouse Cut and River Lee Community Centre”. The community centre is a space to bring the boating community and wider public together around the issues of water. Collecting clean water, for drinking and cleaning, is a challenge for the boating community whilst the canals around them become further polluted. The community centre will use natural helophyte filters to clean the canal waters so as they are safe to use educating both boaters and public in the process. 
	02, 03 / Sophie Hughes, S02, “Limehouse Cut and River Lee Community Centre”. The community centre is a space to bring the boating community and wider public together around the issues of water. Collecting clean water, for drinking and cleaning, is a challenge for the boating community whilst the canals around them become further polluted. The community centre will use natural helophyte filters to clean the canal waters so as they are safe to use educating both boaters and public in the process. 
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	Sofia Caccamo, S02, “Spread the Word”. Spread the Word looks to improve the existing educational system in Poplar, London. By encouraging learning through speech and empowering the younger generation. This has been done by designing a series of educational hubs that focus on specific activities, to encourage the spread of knowledge through speech with Vlogging Spotlight as the network hub. 
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	Figure
	Sandra Revuelta Albero, S02, “The Mushroom Cure”. This project in Poplar, designed to raise awareness of food waste through food aims to work around an environmental concern regarding carbon surplus. It is an experimental space where there is no waste and footprint of food production specifcally interrogating the food miles everything becomes productive in a new form. of production, distribution and disposal. The Mushroom Cure is an infrastructure intervention, positioned in the Chrisp Street Market 
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	STUDIO 4 
	STUDIO 4 
	Year 3 Students 
	Anika Guha Chun Man Chan Denisa Sandu Ella Newell Isabel Liu James Garcia Justin Cheung Nimra Sahid Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul Zhaojing Deng 
	Year 2 Students 
	Amelia Brady Corben Lai Dan Dunca Issa Almanai Nick Lavendis Sarp Giray Yakun Li Yuange Sheng 
	Thank you 
	Esther Escribano, Thomas Feary, Victor Gammelgaard, Joseph Little, Alex Marsh, Melissa Meyer, Carla Motola, Benjamin Perrot, Miguel Angel Rosique, Neba Sere, Ben Taylor, Zivile Volbikaite. Also thanks to We Made That, Hawkins\Brown, Mick Perry from Tower Workshops, Elaine Tam from Whitecube Gallery, Federico from Portena, Christopher from Heliconia Furniture, Jim from Bea’s Bakery, Chuse from Tozino, Jeremy from Digital Copy, Nick from Lassco, Emily from Omoide, Shaun from Pro Auction, Peter from London Gla


	HYPER ADJACENCY 
	HYPER ADJACENCY 
	Mikel Azkona Uribe, Laida Juanikorena Agirre Studio 4 tutors 
	There is a savage competition for land and the struggle for space is increasingly becoming a challenge for cities. In this context, Studio 4 investigates the imaginative ways of interlocking, mixing and sharing territories that have led from this struggle; interrogating the spaces of friction and negotiation between adjacent uses and users that share a common border. Moments of hyper-adjacency that often can also engender invigorating and characterful relationships, challenging our notions of neighbouring, 
	This year the studio has placed its focus on the rapid loss of land for productive spaces and the struggle that many small businesses sufer. Raising land values are adding pressure to small traders which are often unable to keep up and are forced to leave their neighbourhoods. With the jobs, its employees have in efect also been displaced, revealing questions around the right to the city. Production spaces and workers are turned into nomads, pushed out to the fringes of cities. Bermondsey in Southwark has b
	Acting like detectives, students have developed techniques to map the neighbourhood at diferent scales, understanding that the city is complex and multi-layered: happening simultaneously at diferent scales. Constantly jumping from macro to micro scales, researching from an urban and policy level, down to a human scale, where direct engagement with locals become the main design tool. We identifed and catalogued the diferent types of employment spaces that coexist in the urban fabric: the thriving high-street
	-

	Lessons learned from these early group-explorations were expanded and developed further individually. Each student identifed their own site and created their own brief. Students’ fnal proposals imagine strategies to support struggling local businesses and prepare for future contingencies, by providing new spaces for them to relocate. The identifed sites are contested locations where space requires constant negotiation, and projects need to work with the potential nuisances generated, designing through hyper
	Student site visits & business engagement. 
	Student site visits & business engagement. 
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	01 / Isabel Liu, S03, “Unstable”. As rent prices continue to rise, alongside the rise in new developments, London’s industrial businesses find themselves at risk of displacement and opposition 
	01 / Isabel Liu, S03, “Unstable”. As rent prices continue to rise, alongside the rise in new developments, London’s industrial businesses find themselves at risk of displacement and opposition 
	- the situation becomes unstable and the desire for new alternative spaces has become apparent. The collage aims to capture this tension. 02 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Mapping Bermondsey Street”. We mapped the several existing businesses in the high-street, visiting many of them, modelling the spaces, learning about the requirements of these businesses to operate in the area, and their networks. 
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	03 / Groupwork. Mapping the arches, We visited, mapped and modelled a section of the arches that sits within our site, along Druid Street and Ropewalk. Many occupied old and leaky spaces, and complained about the rapidly increasing rents. Businesses occupying the arches, demonstrate the flexibility of a wide variety of businesses to adapt their opperations to a given volume. From kitchens to furniture stores, from barber-shops to pubs, from storage units to wood workshops, they all make use of the same spac
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	04 / Groupwork. 14x Local business case-studies. Mapped as a group. All the findings and conclusions were reconvened to form a booklet. 05 / Zhaojing Deng, S03, ‘Mapped Encounters’. 06 / Groupwork. Networks Businesses goods and material sources were mapped, as well as exports and end destinations. Employees’ commutes and other reationships were also captured. 07 / Case Study: Lassco Occupying several arches along Maltby Street; making use of the street as an active part of their business. 08-09 / Case Study
	04 / Groupwork. 14x Local business case-studies. Mapped as a group. All the findings and conclusions were reconvened to form a booklet. 05 / Zhaojing Deng, S03, ‘Mapped Encounters’. 06 / Groupwork. Networks Businesses goods and material sources were mapped, as well as exports and end destinations. Employees’ commutes and other reationships were also captured. 07 / Case Study: Lassco Occupying several arches along Maltby Street; making use of the street as an active part of their business. 08-09 / Case Study
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	01 / Isabel Liu, S03, “Arch Adaptor”. Movable devide extending possibilities of the arches. 02 / Nimra Sahid, S03, “Commons”. Extension of existing buildings by creating new shared spaces. 03 / Anika Duha, S03, “Illuminators”. Light boxes spread around Bermondsey, providing artists with minimum work-pods. 04 / Paolo Garcia, S03, “Stack Studio”. Sitting on the rooftop of the Bermondsey Textile Museum. 05 / Chun Man Chan, S03, “Cantilever Factory”. Proposes a cheap new system to create cantilevered spaces. 06
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	07-08 / Groupwork. Looking for additional space in Bermondsey, as a group, students searched for all potential locations in the area where additional space could be found for the struggling businesses to relocate. Similarly, different architectural approaches were identified for these locations. Each student tested and developed one option in more detail. All tested interventions and locations were then analysed and clasified, and the obtained conclusions were used to inform the evidence base for the indivi
	07-08 / Groupwork. Looking for additional space in Bermondsey, as a group, students searched for all potential locations in the area where additional space could be found for the struggling businesses to relocate. Similarly, different architectural approaches were identified for these locations. Each student tested and developed one option in more detail. All tested interventions and locations were then analysed and clasified, and the obtained conclusions were used to inform the evidence base for the indivi
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	Yakun Li, S02, “Bermondsey Baking Centre”. Portena, Bea’s Bakery and Arancini Brothers are three local kitchens that serve other local businesses in Bermondsey. They are struggling to keep up with raising rents and at risk of displacement. The project aims to provide them with new affordable premises in the area, while also creating a new gathering space for the community. Fully integrated in Tanner St. Park and replacing the tennis courts, the proposal also includes a new food market, intended to address l
	Yakun Li, S02, “Bermondsey Baking Centre”. Portena, Bea’s Bakery and Arancini Brothers are three local kitchens that serve other local businesses in Bermondsey. They are struggling to keep up with raising rents and at risk of displacement. The project aims to provide them with new affordable premises in the area, while also creating a new gathering space for the community. Fully integrated in Tanner St. Park and replacing the tennis courts, the proposal also includes a new food market, intended to address l
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	01-03 / Sarp Giray, S02, ‘Re-Fresh’. The project identifies and responds to two emerging issues in Bermondsey: homelessness and the displacement of businesses. It creates a space that would house Bea’s Bakery –from Tower Workshop, at risk of being displaced– as well as accommodating homeless people. Additionally, the space would create the opportunities for the homeless to learn skills and socialise. Located in the edge of Tanner Park and replacing the fence, the space mediates between the park and the stre
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	04 / Yuange Sheng, S02, ‘Untitled’. Anticipating the potential displacement of several kitchens around the railway arches and Tower Workshops – and the negative effect it will have on cafes and restaurants in the area – the project provides Bermondsey with replacement kitchen spaces. Located in a key visible corner of Tanner Street Park, facing into the high-street, the intervention includes a bakery, kitchen spaces for businesses, as well as a cookery school. The ground floor is open for public access and 
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	Paolo Garcia, S03, “The Textile Top” The project reinvigorates the productive spaces of Bermondsey by touching upon its historical industry of textiles, tanneries and leathermaking –now lost– and focusing on contemporary textiles as a way to involve the local community, especially the most vulnerable to social divide. Bermondsey’s productive spaces are threatened to be displaced and rooftops are identified as a solution to cater for these spaces, redefining the rooftop from being a luxury to being for local
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	Nimra Sahid, S03, “Bermondsey Workshops in Common”. Interviews and conversations with local residents and passersby in Bermondsey revealed the two main issues this project aims to tackle: a divided community and the lack of awareness about the presence of industrial uses. This has contributed to a sense ‘no belonging’ and has awaken regeneration interests. My proposal identifies an ‘in-between’ space where to intervene with a socialisation strategy that allows different users to learn, interact and share, w
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	03 
	01, 02 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Divergence”. The continuous expansion of development in Bermondsey is dividing the neighbourhood and adding pressure to the already struggling productive uses. The project aims to support businesses by providing workspaces that create a local circular economy, while celebrating the heritage of the arches. It identifies the air space on top of the railways as an opportunity to colonize. It’s formed of three floors with places to work, learn and enjoy, with workshop spaces, allotm
	01, 02 / Denisa Sandu, S03, “Divergence”. The continuous expansion of development in Bermondsey is dividing the neighbourhood and adding pressure to the already struggling productive uses. The project aims to support businesses by providing workspaces that create a local circular economy, while celebrating the heritage of the arches. It identifies the air space on top of the railways as an opportunity to colonize. It’s formed of three floors with places to work, learn and enjoy, with workshop spaces, allotm
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	04 
	03, 04 / Phoompathai Sutjaritworakul, S03, “Bermondsey Avenue”. The project that aims to lighten to an on-going issue of lacking production space in Bermondsey; a problem which is heavily overlooked and needing attention. I look to provide ‘an avenue’ of additional working spaces, importantly for cheaper rent, to those smaller businesses to settle, grow and develop further. It is being proposed to be built on the existing Maltings Place where they provide a similar kind of spaces. Utilising their underused 
	CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 
	05 / Amelia Brady, S02, “Mutiny”. The project proposes an elevated intervention over a set of council garages, in Bermondsey. The garages, stand as a threshold between the railway-arches and a housing estate. The intervention rejects the ‘demolish and rebuild’ attitude. It provides space for Bea’s Bakery and Porteña to relocate –both currently located in Tower Workshops, subject to be redeveloped– and a teaching space for local food businesses to share skills. It rebels against the restrictive nature of cou
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	06 / Corben Lai, S02, “Tanner Street Vaults”. A direct intervention for smaller businesses in Bermondsey. Tanner Street Vaults identifies the opportunity to occupy the space below the park, providing additional workspaces and preventing unique trades disappearing from the area due to the ever-growing gentrification. The intervention creates a series of vaulted structures, allowing a waving landscape provide quality green spaces. It proposes new building method based on recycled waste, obtained from other lo
	06 / Corben Lai, S02, “Tanner Street Vaults”. A direct intervention for smaller businesses in Bermondsey. Tanner Street Vaults identifies the opportunity to occupy the space below the park, providing additional workspaces and preventing unique trades disappearing from the area due to the ever-growing gentrification. The intervention creates a series of vaulted structures, allowing a waving landscape provide quality green spaces. It proposes new building method based on recycled waste, obtained from other lo
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	01-04 / Justin Cheung, S03, “St. Saviour’s Makers”. The strategy aims to directly address the deprivation issues prevalent within the social housing estates of Bermondsey, by creating an adaptable system to provide residents with workspaces and spaces to learn manufacturing and digital design skills. Rather than concentrating uses into one location, a network of modular workspaces is created and introduced into existing courtyards and pathways, revitalising the area and providing open-access wood, metal & c
	04 
	04 
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	05-07 / Isabel Liu S03, “Pocket Mergers”. Tackling the increasing issue of loss of industrial spaces in London, this strategy includes a series of affordable light-industrial workspaces designed to fit within pockets of the urban fabric. This particular site, in a Bermondsey residential area, features a community centre, improved play area & green-space, community gardens and on-site housing designed as part of a ‘housing-first’ principle for rough sleepers in the area. Each component, aims to form interest
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	08-09 / Chun Man Chan, S03, “New Bermondsey Antique Market”. The project identifies the struggle to keep Bermondsey Antique Market alive; their storage units being now offered to the highest bidder they have no alternative but to leave. The project responds to this by identifying a space ‘in-between’ Tower Workshops and St Saviours Estate and relocating into a permanent location. Restoring garages as storage units, moving the market on top and providing additional workshop and skill learning spaces, this lo
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	04-08 / Nicholas Levendis, S02, “The Inverted Workhouse”. The project looks to tackle the issues of deprivation and homelessness in South Bermondsey by offering a shelter for the less fortunate in the area. The structure will incorporate workshops that link to Bermondsey Street businesses, as well as growing areas for fresh produce that will be used to support local eateries. The building integrates a central public pavilion area that will be delicately covered by a steel mesh canopy, to compliment the exqu
	08 
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	Figure
	01, 02 / Issa Almanai, S02, “Hydro-Hub”. Cafes and restaurants in thriving Bermondsey street outsource their produce. The Hydro-Hub is an opportunity to bring plant base produce back into the city and by doing so, strengthening the disjointed local community. A self-sufficient hydroponic vegetable farming as a sustainable urban-alternative, for a cleaner and healthier Bermondsey, serving local restaurants with fresh produce. The hub acts as a communal social space, encouraging the exchange of ideas through 
	01, 02 / Issa Almanai, S02, “Hydro-Hub”. Cafes and restaurants in thriving Bermondsey street outsource their produce. The Hydro-Hub is an opportunity to bring plant base produce back into the city and by doing so, strengthening the disjointed local community. A self-sufficient hydroponic vegetable farming as a sustainable urban-alternative, for a cleaner and healthier Bermondsey, serving local restaurants with fresh produce. The hub acts as a communal social space, encouraging the exchange of ideas through 
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	03 / Dan Dunca, S02, “Untitled”. Responding to the potential displacement of local businesses, the project aims to offer Bea’s Bakery a new place. The poorly planned Tanner St. Park provides an attractive setting to re-locate, while expanding their offer to the community. Working with the local-charity London Reclaimed, the space will provide local young people the opportunity to learn baking skills. The intervention aims to address other issues, by removing the tennis courts and extending the greenery. It 
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	CIVIC EXPRESSION 
	CIVIC EXPRESSION 
	CIVIC EXPRESSION 
	Edward Crooks, Akari Takeyabashi Studio 5 tutors 
	Year 3 Students 
	Aadhila Azar Charlotte Cocking Melissa Eagleton Gwanghoon Kim Katrina Larsen-Kittle Hubert Mikolajzcyk Steven Op (Op) Linh Pham Hui-Yzu Tsui (Emi) Kai Hang Yang 
	Year 2 Students 
	Yollie Quartey Rona Hoxha Yu Yu Tsai Caitlin Allison Sila Cakir Xin Wang Manisha Saha Sarah Choudhary 
	Thank you 
	Orla Kelly Keranie Theodosiou Alex Smith Maegan Icke Liam Rawlins Nasios Varnavas Malten Gwladys Edward Powe Ben Wells Eleanor Hill Thomas Parsons Adam Nathaniel Furman The Guildhall Library Hawkins\Brown Yibeija Li Alex Gordon 
	Studio 5 explores architecture as the language of civic expression - giving identity to communities through collective civic architectures. This was the year of the library. 
	Public libraries are expressions of our civic and municipal pride - physical embodiments of our communal identity that refect society’s attitudes towards accessible information, shared knowledge and societal betterment’s role, program and form of the library and its relation to civic space has altered signifcantly through centuries, each iteration developing from the previous, building a rich cultural evolution to be learned from. 
	This year, we continued our explorations of civic expression through the municipal infrastructures of knowledge, leisure and health, exploring the potential of the public library to raise the identity, economics and architecture of our cities to new heights. 
	As the library continues its evolution through contemporary challenges of altering information sources, societal inequality, and democratic unease, we consider it more important than ever to assess the role of the library in shaping a community’s identity. As a studio explored the architecture of public life as a communicative, tactile and expressive act - devising architectures that proudly speak to and of a place - capturing and shaping the community’s identity through exciting tectonic, spatial and progr
	In recent years, London’s libraries have seen a dramatic drop in usage, as their place in the city dissolves into the anonymous masterplans of large scale developments. In turn they have absorbed new programmes, be it by intention - adapting to a world of new technologies and changing social patterns - or by necessity - squeezed by a decade of government austerity and local authority cuts. As we negotiate a dramatically altered social, economic and political landscape, now is a vital time to reafrm the impo
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	Steven Op, S03. The aim of this project is to raise awareness of the The Vokzal Library will have a set of programs which will together dramatic drop in use of libraries and the importance of libraries mix both ancient and contemporary way of printing railways maps for in our communities while celebrating the cultural background of people to discover the tactile joy of craftmanship. Furthermore, this Vauxhall. Both books and railways maps are slowly but noticeably library’s goal is in repurposing an urban s
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	Charlotte Cocking, S03, “Re-growing Vauxhall”. Re-growing Vauxhall and grows to include a multitude of places and spaces - all with the is a project which aims to regenerate the area of Vauxhall, London. aim of bring the community together for pleasurable activity. The The scheme is focused around the area surrounding the Vauxhall community is gradually resewn, rebuilt and regenerated. A selection Pleasure Gardens. The gardens and the area surrounding are rich in of buildings has been designed with two key 
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	Gwanghoon Kim, S03, “Library”. Library should no longer be If the library can be like a town center where attracts people and a boring and static space where people can’t find any interesting suitable place to hang out we can expect a positive effect of the except reading. It should provide more contents to visitors and interesting library after the regeneration project of Vauxhall. play as a role of community center where people gather together and share each other’s culture. 
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	Katrina Larsen-Kittle, S03, “Monument to Terracotta”. A library is This library brings crafts that once flourished in Vauxhall, back into a place for education, information and personal development. This the area and gives people the opportunity to learn, make and exhibit/ library caters for the diverse audience of Vauxhall and builds on the sell the ceramics they produce. rich history of the site, looking at terracotta as a monument, with the building acting as a library of the different uses of terracotta
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	01-02 / Melissa Eagleton, S03. Tasked with designing a library in Vauxhall London, this project interprets the brief to create a new residency for The British Interplanetary Society. A once mass-participated society, focussed on reaching the moon has fallen into dire conditions with low membership and no government funding. My intentions were to create a new space for the society that would quell the obstacles of the out-dated layout of their current Georgian headquarters. The space needed to allow the soci
	01-02 / Melissa Eagleton, S03. Tasked with designing a library in Vauxhall London, this project interprets the brief to create a new residency for The British Interplanetary Society. A once mass-participated society, focussed on reaching the moon has fallen into dire conditions with low membership and no government funding. My intentions were to create a new space for the society that would quell the obstacles of the out-dated layout of their current Georgian headquarters. The space needed to allow the soci
	01-02 / Melissa Eagleton, S03. Tasked with designing a library in Vauxhall London, this project interprets the brief to create a new residency for The British Interplanetary Society. A once mass-participated society, focussed on reaching the moon has fallen into dire conditions with low membership and no government funding. My intentions were to create a new space for the society that would quell the obstacles of the out-dated layout of their current Georgian headquarters. The space needed to allow the soci
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	03-04 / Emi Tsui, S03. A library should be a social gathering space, like a community centre, which takes care of the local population. The Oval Cricket Ground has a significant place in local history, and my library design acknowledges this. With many schools and offices around, this library acts not just as a library, but as a social gathering space for cricket culture, involving all groups of the population. Thus, as a civic feature in the area, a library is a backyard, a living room, a shelter, a playgr
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	05-07 / Manisha Saha, S02. This project is about a civic library These relics are a way to instruct the Vauxhall Community by which gives life to old ruins as a way to preserve and reminisce learning the story behind the remnants and give an insight into their these artefacts. Ruins can have a variety of purposes, from being a backgrounds, cultures and various methods of construction around reflection of meaning to a memory of the edifice. The main purpose is the globe. Another method of preservation is the
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	01-04 / Sila Cakir, S02, “The Play Library”. This project is a playful and exuberant intervention that fulfils these qualities and celebrates the study of art through history. Civic engagement is heightened in this scheme through the incorporation of gallery spaces and an informal courtyard featuring a soft play area for children. The processes of casting, clay sculpting and model-making informed the specific users of the library. 
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	05, 07 / Yi-Yu Tsai, S02. The project is a Childrens library and museum located in the Vauxhall. Its mainly targeted towards the young local families. The facility is not strictly meant to serve children but is also open to parents and the surrounding community. The project’s lively and interesting exhibition space, activity space and reading space provide children with relaxing learning opportunities. 
	05, 07 / Yi-Yu Tsai, S02. The project is a Childrens library and museum located in the Vauxhall. Its mainly targeted towards the young local families. The facility is not strictly meant to serve children but is also open to parents and the surrounding community. The project’s lively and interesting exhibition space, activity space and reading space provide children with relaxing learning opportunities. 
	05, 07 / Yi-Yu Tsai, S02. The project is a Childrens library and museum located in the Vauxhall. Its mainly targeted towards the young local families. The facility is not strictly meant to serve children but is also open to parents and the surrounding community. The project’s lively and interesting exhibition space, activity space and reading space provide children with relaxing learning opportunities. 
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	06, 08 / Caitlin Allison, S02. A glass historic focused library aiming to learn through affecting peoples everyday experiences on a public footpath. The building focuses on reflecting, celebrating and embracing its environment of Vauxhall, whilst bringing back the original intentions of the pleasure gardens which was ‘a place upside down, an intoxicating reversal of ordinary sexual, social and metaphysical hierarchies’ (Terry Castle 1986) coming out of the ordinary everyday life. 
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	STUDIO 6 
	Year 2 Students 
	Iana Borisova Jeevan Chahal Yiding Jin Jiayou Liu Anna Maria Roumpaki Li-Yuan Sen Sen (Leon) Jonathan So (Wai Chung) Zimeng Tan Claudia Turley Baihui You Holly (Jingxuan) Zhang Weihan Huang 
	Year 3 Students 
	Bareera Borhan Emily Brown Lefeng Chen (Ryan) Beata Halka Tharim Kazi Lubaba Jeet Mori Maximilienulysse Remondiere George Smith Timothy Webster Meilin Zhang 
	Thank you 
	Ruth Lang Mike McMahon Luke Rowlett Douglas Murphy Sean Raferty Abhinav Kurup Carly McConaghy (Sweeney) Lia Aliaga-Castillo Marcelo Romero-Morstadt Gavin Goldsmith 
	London Borough of Tower Hamlets Planning & Building Control Gareth Gwynne - Development Management 
	- Case ofcer Anna Zucchelli - Heritage at Risk Project Ofcer Employment & Enterprise Fiona Crehan - High Streets & Town Centres Manager Rachel Jenman - Brick Lane Town Centres Manager. Growth & Economic Development Laura McLean - Programme Manager, High Street & Town Centres Progessional Development Centre Ryan Hunter - PDC Manager. Sindy Kaur – Facilities Manger 
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	URBAN FRAGMENT: CITY WITHIN CITY 
	URBAN FRAGMENT: CITY WITHIN CITY 
	URBAN FRAGMENT: CITY WITHIN CITY 
	Donald McCrory, Alicia Argüelles Studio 6 tutors 

	Urban Fragment: City within City - The space between, a proposal for a new piece of city, which is delicately constructed. In the drive to densify our cities, if you can’t build out, you build up. The apotheosis of this is the high-rise, but time, sustainability and urban re-purposing considerations have softened the edges of the initial frenzied drive to build high, to more thoughtful inner-city development. This year the Studio asked: “How can the architecture sector densify the city and what are the dife
	In the Studio we aim to blur the boundaries between practice and education, responding to both the present day fnancial demands of modern day erudition and professional expectations. Investigations take place on active sites, those which are currently being investigated for development within London. Our responses consider not just the physical context and its place within the city, but that of the immediate local public. Utilising interactions with the local community, this year through the construction an
	In the Studio we aim to blur the boundaries between practice and education, responding to both the present day fnancial demands of modern day erudition and professional expectations. Investigations take place on active sites, those which are currently being investigated for development within London. Our responses consider not just the physical context and its place within the city, but that of the immediate local public. Utilising interactions with the local community, this year through the construction an

	Horror vacui - the fear for empty spaces. The Site, 229 Bethnal Green Road, an awkward, decaying city-block interior towards Shoreditch’s Brick Lane corner, WWII bomb gap site ofers the opportunity to build a contemporary fgurative architecture in the city.  The site has a frontage to Bethnal Green Road and it is a short distance from the main local shopping areas located between Brick Lane (western end), Columbia Road Flower & Broadway Markets (north) and the eastern end of Bethnal Green Road.  
	Conceived of in resistance to the ubiquity of mixed-use, object architecture and the relentless erosion of public spaces by commerce or trafc, our studio’s proposals value restraint and a respectful disposition, emphasising inherent qualities of place. A sustainable public building with residential that exceeds expectations, spatially rich and varied in character, a robust yet elegantly constructed architecture that retains an independence from programme. Open to interpretation, creating an enduring and poe
	‘What can the building do for the City?’ We are working with the idea of continuity in architecture, studying and making intelligent contemporary translations of good architectural precedents – some ancient, some contemporary. Students studied and design urban proposals at a variety of scales, from the city scale to the tactility scale. They did not make historicist architecture however, they translated what they learned from historical knowledge of architecture into a contemporary built form. 
	City Ensembles, a proposal for an urban intervention on the site. These ensembles form vital and lively urban public spaces, such as a courtyard, a square, a street, a viewing place. They came from relationships with existing city substance. The compositions positively invoke proximities of diferences and play with diferent architectural scales. The ensembles are thought of as a piece of collage city that were then tested with real programs. The Studio created mixed-use developments that are transformative,
	Timothy Webster, S03, “Bethnal Green Press . 
	Timothy Webster, S03, “Bethnal Green Press . 
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